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CONFIDENTIAL
URGENT

presents its compliments to the International

Criminal Court - Registry, Coopetation and Extemal Relations Office - and,

according to information transmitted by the  authorities in response

to a Íequest for cooperation in the case of the Prosecutor u. Maxime Jeoffrol Eli

Mokom Gawaka (ref: NV/2022/HOSS/362/JCAIÍD has the honour to inform

the International Criminal Court that the  legal system does not

have rules that allow the supervision of a situation of provisiond. release, pÍe-

trial, subject to coetcive measuÍes, outside the Eutopean Union.

Although the Rome Statute provides for this form of cooperation, in a broad

sense, as a form of assistance to be provided by the States Paries to the Statute

to the Intemational Criminal Court, its internal tegulations, attributing

competence to the judicial authorities to supervise the execution of

alternative coercive measuÍes to the coetcive measuÍe of preventive detention,

wâs not carried out.

In fact, the only legislative instrument that allows the execution, of

coercive measuÍes alternative to preventive detention, i

 which transposed the

and, for that reason, it is only applicable to the Member States pf the

European Union.
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For its part, the frumework law oÍ1

matters,

cooperation in any of its chapters.

international cooperation in criminal

does not provide for this form of

n and External Relations

Âs such, in the absence of a legislative framework that provides for the

execution of coercive measuÍes, in , applied by an authority different

from the judicial authorities of the European Union, it does not seem possible

to us to gÍant the accompaniment of. an accused, within a ftamework of

coercive measuÍes, as requested by the Intemational Criminat Court.

 avails itself of this opportunity to reneul to the

Internation l Crimrnal Court RegrstU, CooperatT

Office, the assurances of its highest consideration .

2

Intern attonal Crirninal Court (ICC)
REGISTRY - Cooperation and External Relations Office
Oude §Taalsdoqperxreg L 0,

2597 AK The Hague
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